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The orre tness of pipelined ma hines is a subje t that has
been studied extensively. Most of the re ent work has used variants of
the Bur h and Dill notion of orre tness [4℄. As new features are modeled, e.g., interrupts, new notions of orre tness are developed. Given
the plethora of orre tness onditions, the question arises: what is a reasonable notion of orre tness? We dis uss the issue at length and show,
by me hani al proof, that variants of the Bur h and Dill notion of orre tness are awed. We propose a notion of orre tness based on WEBs
(Well-founded Equivalen e Bisimulations) [16, 19℄. Brie y, our notion of
orre tness implies that the ISA (Instru tion Set Ar hite ture) and MA
(Mi ro-Ar hite ture) ma hines have the same observable in nite paths,
up to stuttering. This implies that the two ma hines satisfy the same
CTL nX properties and the same safety and liveness properties (up to
stuttering).
To test the utility of the idea, we use ACL2 to verify several variants
of the simple pipelined ma hine des ribed by Sawada in [22, 23℄. Our
variants extend the basi ma hine by adding ex eptions (to deal with
over ows), interrupts, and eshed-out 128-bit ALUs (one of whi h is
des ribed in a netlist language). In all ases, we prove the same nal theorem. We develop a methodology with me hani al support that we used
to verify Sawada's ma hine. The resulting proof is substantially shorter
than the original and does not require any intermediate abstra tions; in
fa t, given the de nitions and some general-purpose books ( olle tions of
theorems), the proof is automati . A pra ti al and noteworthy feature of
WEBs is their ompositionality. This allows us to prove the orre tness
of the more elaborate ma hines in manageable stages.

Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
The omplexity of omputing systems has made me hani al veri ation the preferred way to reason about su h systems. In reasoning about omputing systems,
we start by modeling the system and stating properties of interest. This is inherently an informal pro ess; therefore, are must be taken to get it right. Computing systems vary as do approa hes to modeling them, but notions of orre tness
often do not. For example, there are many di erent sorting algorithms, but there
is one notion of orre tness, viz., that the output is an ordered permutation of
?
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the input. This orre tness riterion an be thought of as a onstraint satis ed
only by sorting algorithms. If we give you an algorithm and a proof that it satises this onstraint, then you do not have to look at the internals of the algorithm
to use it with on den e to sort. On the other hand, if the notion of orre tness
is that the output is ordered, you have to look at the internals to determine if
the algorithm sorts and annot use it with on den e otherwise, e.g., a trivial
algorithm that always returns the empty sequen e satis es this onstraint. The
right notion of orre tness allows you to ignore the details of a system, but the
wrong notion is useless; therefore, getting the notion of orre tness right is of
the utmost importan e. Similarly, in the ase of pipelined ma hine veri ation,
a notion of orre tness an be thought of as a onstraint that, given an ISA
(Instru tion Set Ar hite ture) spe i ation, is satis ed only by \ orre t" MA
(Mi ro-Ar hite ture) ma hines. If the onstraint allows trivial implementations,
it is as useless for spe ifying the orre tness of pipelined ma hines as the notion
of ordered output is for spe ifying the orre tness of sorting algorithms.
Previous approa hes to pipelined ma hine veri ation have not been stated
in these terms. For example, one nds that there are restri tions pla ed on the
types of pipelined ma hines that an be he ked (e.g., ma hines with a ush
instru tion), or that the notion of orre tness relates in onsistent MA states
(e.g., states not rea hable from a ushed state) to ISA states, or that there are
various onditions, often separated into safety and liveness onditions, that need
to be he ked, or that as new features are added, new notions of orre tness
are used. We explored the situation in detail for the BD (Bur h and Dill [4℄)
variant of orre tness used by Hunt and Sawada in [24, 25, 22, 23℄ be ause of
the availability of proof s ripts and be ause of the ubiquity of the BD approa h
to pipelined ma hine veri ation. We found that trivial ma hines satisfy this
notion of orre tness; a me hani al proof establishing this is des ribed near the
beginning of Se tion 3.2. We must point out that the a tual ma hines veri ed in
the above referen ed work are not trivial ma hines. The ma hines are remarkably
ompli ated and we onsider their veri ation an impressive body of work.
We propose a notion of orre tness based on WEBs (Well-founded Equivalen e Bisimulations) that amounts to: when viewed appropriately, the pipelined
ma hine and the ISA ma hine have the same in nite behaviors, up to stuttering.
We a ount for stuttering be ause we are omparing systems at di erent levels
of abstra tion and an atomi step of one system may not be atomi in the other
system. We say \viewed appropriately" be ause the two systems may represent
data in di erent ways, e.g., we show the equivalen e of a ma hine that operates
on integers with a ma hine that operates on bit-ve tors. Another reason for the
quali er is that an MA state has more omponents than an ISA state, e.g., the
pipeline. Even when omponents overlap, they may exhibit di erent behaviors,
e.g., if the pipeline is non-empty, the program ounter of an MA state will point
several instru tions ahead of the last ompleted instru tion. Therefore, we use a
re nement map or an abstra tion fun tion that relates MA states to orresponding ISA states. There are many ways in whi h to hoose a re nement map. For
example, BD approa hes require that the MA ma hine have a ush instru tion

and relate an MA state with the ISA state obtained by ushing the MA state
and retaining only the programmer visible omponents. A des ription of the BD
notion of orre tness and a more thorough dis ussion of the issues is given in
Se tion 3, but, brie y, the main problem is that the MA state obtained from
ushing an look very di erent from the original MA state. To make this point
very lear, let PRIME be the system whose single behavior is the sequen e of
primes and let NAT be the system whose single behavior is the sequen e of natural numbers. We do not onsider NAT and PRIME equivalent, but using the
re nement map from NAT to PRIME that maps i to the ith prime, we an indeed
prove the pe uliar theorem that NAT and PRIME have the same behaviors. The
moral is that we must be areful to not bypass the veri ation problem with the
use of su h re nement maps. Re nement maps that leave the important part of
the state untou hed are best. Re nement maps based on ushing modify important programmer visible omponents su h as the register le; therefore, we nd
their use obje tionable. As further eviden e that something strange is happening,
note that ushing-based re nements map in onsistent (unrea hable) MA states
to rea hable ISA states. (See Se tion 3 for details.) To over ome these obsta les
we use re nement maps that|to the extent possible|do not alter omponents
of MA states: we map an MA state to the ISA state obtained by retaining the
programmer visible omponents of the ommitted part of the state. This an be
thought of as invalidating the partially exe uted instru tions, whi h leaves the
register le inta t, but may hange the program ounter.
In Se tion 2, we de ne stuttering bisimulation, WEBs, and present the relevant theorems. In Se tion 3, we des ribe several variants of a simple pipelined
ma hine des ribed by Sawada in [22, 23℄. This ma hine was designed to explain
the issues in pipelined ma hine veri ation; it is a toy version of the nal mahine veri ed in Sawada's thesis. Sin e this is the rst paper to use WEBs to
verify pipelined ma hines, it seemed sensible to ompare our results to existing work. We des ribe eleven proofs of orre tness involving twelve variants of
this ma hine. The variants in lude ex eptions, eshed-out ALUs, interrupts, and
ombinations of these features. In all ases, we proved the same nal theorem.
De iding what theorem to prove is only part of the story. The other part
is to get the theorem me hani ally he ked with limited human intera tion. In
Se tion 4, we present a methodology for automating proofs of pipelined ma hine
orre tness. We have implemented our methodology in ACL2 (see [12, 11, 10, 1℄)
and have used it to verify the various previously mentioned ma hines. Given the
des riptions of the ma hines, the re nement maps, and a few de nitions, we
automati ally generate further de nitions and proof obligations. If all the proof
obligations are dis harged by ACL2, orre tness has been established. If not,
at least a proof outline has been provided. All of the ma hines we veri ed were
handled using this methodology and no intermediate abstra tions were required.
Some proof was required, for example, we show that a netlist des ription of a
ir uit is a tually a 128-bit adder, but we did not have to prove any invariants
about the pipeline. We present on lusions and dis uss related work in Se tion 5.

2 Well-founded Equivalen e Bisimulation
2.1 Preliminaries
IN denotes the natural numbers. hQx : r : bi denotes a quanti ed expression,
where Q is the quanti er, x is the bound variable, r is the range of x (true
if omitted), and b is the body. Fun tion appli ation is sometimes denoted by
an in x dot \." and is left asso iative. Fun tion omposition is denoted by Æ.
The disjoint union operator is denoted by ℄. For a relation R, we abbreviate
hs; wi 2 R by sRw. A well-founded stru ture is a pair hW; i where W is a set
and  is a binary relation on W su h that there are no in nitely de reasing
sequen es on W with respe t to . We abbreviate ((s  w) _ (s = w))
by s 4 w. From highest to lowest binding power, we have: parentheses, binary
relations (e.g., sBw), equality (=) and set membership (2), onjun tion (^) and
disjun tion (_), impli ation ()), and nally, binary equivalen e (). Spa ing is
used to reinfor e binding: more spa e indi ates lower binding.

De nition 1 (Transition System)

A Transition System (TS) is a stru ture hS; 99 K; Li, where S is a non-empty set
of states, 99 K  S  S is a left-total (every state has a su essor) transition
relation, and L is a labeling fun tion whi h maps ea h state to a label.
For TS M , state s (of M ), and temporal logi formula f , M; s j= f denotes
that f holds at state s of model M . A path  is a sequen e of states su h that for
adja ent states s; u; s 99 K u. A path  is a fullpath if it is in nite. fp ::s denotes
that  is a fullpath starting at s.

2.2 Stuttering Bisimulation
We de ne a variant of stuttering bisimulation [2℄. This notion is similar to the
notion of a bisimulation [20, 18℄, but allows for nite stuttering, and therefore
di ers from weak bisimulation [18℄. The idea is to partition the state spa e of
a transition system into equivalen e lasses su h that states in the same lass
have the same in nite paths up to stuttering. We show that the equivalen e lass
obtained by relating ISA states to MA states, where the label of an MA state is
determined by a re nement map, is a stuttering bisimulation.

De nition 2 (mat h)

Let i range over IN. Let INC be the set of stri tly in reasing sequen es of natural numbers starting at 0; rigorously, INC = f :  : IN ! IN ^ :0 =
0 ^ h8i : i 2 IN : :i <  (i + 1)ig. The ith segment of fullpath  with
respe t to  2 INC,   i is given by the sequen e  (:i); : : : ;  ( (i + 1) 1).
For B  S  S; ;  2 INC ; i; j 2 IN, and fullpaths  and Æ , we abbreviate
h8s; t : s 2  i ^ t 2  Æj : sBti by  i B  Æj . For B  S  S; ;  2 INC :

mat h (B; ; Æ)

 h9;  : ;  2 INC : h8i : i 2 IN :  i

B  Æi

ii

De nition 3 (Equivalen e Stuttering Bisimulation (ESTB))

is an equivalen e stuttering bisimulation on TS M = hS; 99 K; Li i :
1. B is an equivalen e relation on S ; and
2. h8s; w 2 S : sBw : L:s = L:wi; and
3. h8s; w 2 S : sBw : h8 : fp ::s : h9Æ : fp :Æ:w : mat h (B; ; Æ )iii
B
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Fig. 1. The graph denotes a transition system, where ir les denote states, the olor of
the ir les denotes their label, and the transition relation is denoted by a dashed line.
States related by the equivalen e relation B are joined by a solid line. Noti e that B is
ESTB as related states have the same in nite paths, up to stuttering. To he k that B
is a WEB, let rank (u; v ) = tag of v , and use the well-founded witness hrank ; hIN; <ii.

An example of an ESTB appears in Fig. 1. ESTBs are the appropriate notion of orre tness be ause if we show that MA and ISA states are related by
an ESTB, then it follows that the states have the same behaviors. However,
ESTBs are very diÆ ult to prove me hani ally be ause one has to reason about
in nite sequen es. We would mu h rather reason about single steps. This is the
motivation for the following de nition.

De nition 4 (Well-Founded Equivalen e Bisimulation (WEB [16, 19℄))

is a well-founded equivalen e bisimulation on TS M = hS; 99 K; Li i :
1. B is an equivalen e relation on S ; and
2. h8s; w 2 S : sBw : L:s = L:wi; and
3. There exists fun tion rank : S  S ! W; with hW; i well-founded, and
h8s; u; w 2 S : sBw ^ s 99 K u :
h9v : w 99 K v : uBvi _
(uBw ^ rank (u; u)  rank (s; s)) _
h9v : w 99 K v : sBv ^ rank (u; v)  rank (u; w)ii
B

We all a pair hrank ; hW; ii satisfying ondition 3 in the above de nition,
a well-founded witness. An example of a WEB appears in Fig. 1. Note that to
prove a relation is a WEB, reasoning about single steps of 99 K suÆ es.
Noti e that the di eren e between WEBs and ESTBs is in their third onditions. The third WEB ondition an be thought of saying that given states s
and w in the same lass, su h that s an step to u, u is either mat hed by a
step from w, or u and w are in the same lass and the rank fun tion de reases
(to guarantee that w is for ed to take a step), or some su essor v of w is in the
same lass as s and the rank fun tion de reases (to guarantee that u is eventually
mat hed). We have the following theorems.

Theorem 1 ( f. [19, 16℄) B is an ESTB on TS M i

B

is a WEB on M .

Theorem 1 says that the notion of stuttering bisimulation is exa tly aptured
by the notion of WEB. The signi an e is that any stuttering bisimulation an
be proved using WEBs.

Theorem 2 ( f. [2, 19℄) If B is a WEB on TS
CTL nX formula f , M; s j= f i M; w j= f .

M

and

sBw,

then for any

Theorem 2 says that states related by a WEB satisfy the same next-time free
formulae of the bran hing-time logi CTL . As a onsequen e, they satisfy the
same LTL (Linear Temporal Logi ) formulae and the same safety and progress
properties (up to stuttering). This is a strong notion of equivalen e and that we
an use it pro tably depends, in part, on the use of re nement maps, whi h we
now dis uss.

2.3 Re nement and Composition
In this se tion, we de ne a notion of re nement and show that WEBs an be
used in a ompositional fashion. The ompositionality of WEBs allows one to
prove the orre tness of a pipelined ma hine in stages, where at ea h stage, one
an fo us on a spe i aspe t of the ma hine.

De nition 5 (Re nement)

= hS 0 ; 99 K0 ; L0 i, r : S ! S 0 . We say that M is a
re nement of
with respe t to re nement map r if there exists an equivalen e
relation, B , on S ℄ S 0 (the disjoint union of S and S 0 ) su h that sB (r:s) for all
s 2 S and B is a WEB on the TS hS ℄ S 0 ; 99 K℄ 99 K0 ; Li, where L:s = L0 (r:s)
for s an S state and L:s = L0 (s) otherwise.
Consider MAnet, a pipelined ma hine whi h represents numbers as bit-ve tors
and with an ALU des ribed in a netlist language, and MA, a pipelined ma hine
whi h represents numbers dire tly and whose ALU is des ribed in terms of the
familiar arithmeti operators. The labeling fun tion of these two systems is the
identity fun tion. To show that MAnet re nes MA we exhibit a re nement map
whi h maps MAnet states to MA states by turning bit-ve tors into numbers and
Let

M

=

hS; 99 K; Li, M 0
M0

prove that the resulting equivalen e relation is a WEB. A onsequen e is that
related MAnet and MA states have the same behaviors modulo the representation
of numbers.

Theorem 3 (Composition ([15℄, f. [16℄))
If hS; 99 K; Li is a re nement of hS 0 ; 99 K0 ; L0 i with respe t to r, and hS 0 ; 99 K0 ; L0i is
a re nement of hS 00 ; 99 K00 ; L00 i with respe t to q, then hS; 99 K; Li is a re nement
of hS 00 ; 99 K00 ; L00 i with respe t to q Æ r.
Consider the following appli ation of this theorem. Suppose we prove that

MAnet is a re nement of MA, as dis ussed above. Suppose we also show that MA
is a re nement of ISA, the non-pipelined spe i ation. Using the omposition
of WEBs theorem, we have that MAnet is a re nement of ISA. An advantage

to proving orre tness in stages is that if the di eren e between the ma hine
des riptions from one stage to the next is not too great, we may be able to have
the proofs go through automati ally. This is be ause there is enough stru tural
similarity in the two ma hines that ACL2 an de ide equivalen e on its own. In
our experiments with various versions of Sawada's small ma hine, this is what we
observed. Yet another advantage is that hanges to the lower-level ma hines an
be lo alized. For instan e, if we hange the adder from a serial adder to a arrylookahead adder, then the resulting proof obligations are isolated to showing
that the arry-lookahead adder is equivalent to the serial adder.

3 Pipelined Ma hine Veri ation
In this se tion, we des ribe various versions of Sawada's simple pipelined mahine [22, 23℄ and the orre tness riteria proved. We dis uss orre tness, the
deterministi variants, and nally the non-deterministi ones.
Ma hines are modeled as fun tions in ACL2, e.g., the rst ma hine we de ne
is ISA and this amount to de ning ISA-step, a fun tion that given an ISA
state returns the next state. For all the ma hines, an instru tion is a four-tuple
onsisting of an op ode, a target register, and two sour e registers. We give
informal des riptions of the ma hines in this paper, sin e the formal des riptions
in ACL2 are available from the author's Web page [14℄.

3.1 Corre tness
In the introdu tion, we made the ase that any notion of orre tness an be
thought of as a onstraint. Pipelined ma hines that satisfy the onstraint are
\ orre t" implementations of the ISA, with respe t to this notion of orre tness.
We an judge the merits of a notion of orre tness by he king that no obviously
in orre t ma hine satis es the related onstraint. We argued that the re nement
maps should be understandable, e.g., if we map MA states to ISA states then
there should be a lear relationship between related states. Applying these riteria to the BD variant under onsideration, we nd that in both respe ts, this
notion of orre tness is awed.

The notion of orre tness that we use is simple to state: we show that the
pipelined ma hine is a re nement of the ISA spe i ation. Noti e that any notion
of orre tness has to a ount for stuttering, e.g., a pipelined ma hine requires
several y les to ll the pipeline, whereas an ISA ma hine exe utes an instru tion
per y le; any notion of orre tness also has to a ount for re nement, e.g.,
a pipelined ma hine may represent numbers as bit-ve tors, whereas the ISA
ma hine may represent them dire tly. Our notion of orre tness is the strongest
notion that we an think of whi h a ounts for stuttering and re nement. We
will dis uss the veri ation of a number of ma hines, but, regardless of the proof
details, we always prove the same theorem, viz., that a pipelined ma hine has
the same in nite paths (up to stuttering and re nement) as an ISA ma hine.

3.2 Deterministi Ma hines
The deterministi ma hines are named ISA, MA, ISA128, MA128, MA128serial,
and MA128net. ISA and MA orrespond to the ma hines in [23℄ and the simple
ma hines in [22℄. We start with des riptions of ISA and MA and ompare the BD
approa h to orre tness with ours.

ISA An ISA state is a three-tuple onsisting of a program ounter (p ), a

register le, and a memory. The next state of an ISA state is obtained by fet hing
the instru tion pointed to by the p from memory, he king the op ode, and
performing the appropriate instru tion. The possible instru tions are addition,
subtra tion, and noop. In the ase of addition, the target register is updated
with the sum of the values in the sour e registers and the program ounter is
in remented. Subtra tion is treated similarly. In the ase of a noop, only the
program ounter is in remented. ISA is the spe i ation for MA.

MA MA is a three-stage pipelined ma hine. An MA state is a ve-tuple onsisting
of a p , a register le, a memory, and two lat hes. The three stages are the
fet h stage, the set-up stage, and the write-ba k stage. During the fet h stage,
instru tions are fet hed from memory and stored in the rst lat h; during the
set-up stage, the instru tion in the rst lat h is passed to the se ond lat h, but
with the values of the sour e registers; during the write-ba k stage the values
and the op ode are fed to the ALU whi h performs the appropriate instru tion
and the result is written into the target register, if the instru tion was not a
noop. The MA ma hine an exe ute one instru tion per y le on e the pipeline is
full, ex ept when there are su essive arithmeti instru tions where the se ond
instru tion uses the target register of the rst instru tion as a sour e register.
In this ase, the ma hine is stalled for one y le in order for the target register
to be updated.
One di eren e between MA as de ned above and the version given by Sawada
(SMA) is that SMA has an extra input signal whi h determines whether the ma hine
an fet h an instru tion. With the use of this signal, SMA an be ushed, whereas
we have no way of ushing MA.

Proof of SMA The proof of SMA given in [23, 22℄ uses a variant of the BD
notion of orre tness. The main theorem proved is that if the SMA starts in SMA0 ,
a ushed state, takes n steps to arrive at state SMAn , also a ushed state, then
there is some number m su h that stepping the proje tion of SMA0 m steps
results in the proje tion of SMAn . The proje tion of an SMA state is the ISA
state obtained from the program ounter, register le, and memory of the SMA
state. Noti e that for any system whi h never rea hes a ushed state, the above
ondition is trivially true. Sin e MA is su h a system, proving that it satis es this
ondition is of no use.
The proof of SMA also in ludes a \liveness" omponent: it is proved that
any SMA state an be ushed. Taking these two onditions together, we an ask:
are there any pipelined ma hines for whi h we an prove the above theorems,
but whi h are obviously not orre t? The answer is yes and using Sawada's
proof s ripts, we provide a me hani ally he ked proof that a pipelined ma hine
whi h does nothing satis es this notion of orre tness. This proof and any other
me hani al proof that we laim to have ompleted an be found on the author's
Web page [14℄.
Flushing Proof of MA Even though there is no way to ush MA, we an use

ushing to prove that MA is a re nement of ISA. This digression allows us to
dis uss issues related to re nement maps. One approa h is to modify MA so that
it an be ushed (whi h would give us SMA), but this is a di erent ma hine. The
approa h we take is to de ne an auxiliary fun tion that ushes an MA state. Using
this fun tion we show that MA is a re nement of ISA. Noti e that in ontrast to
the proof of SMA, there is no trivial pipelined ma hine that will satisfy this notion
of orre tness. This is be ause proving a WEB between a pipelined ma hine and
ISA implies that any ISA behavior an be mat hed by the pipelined ma hine;
sin e ISA has non-trivial behaviors so does the pipelined ma hine. Even so, this
proof is not entirely satisfa tory and this has to do with the use of ushing as a
re nement map.
When we de ne systems at di erent levels of abstra tion, we often nd that
there are in onsistent states, e.g., onsider an MA state in whi h the rst lat h
ontains an instru tion that is not in memory. This is usually dealt with by
onsidering only \good" (rea hable) MA states. The ushing-based re nement
imposes no su h restri tion be ause pipelined ma hines are self-stabilizing: from
any state they eventually rea h a good state and ushing guarantees this. As a
result, the re nement map|whi h is supposed to show us how to view MA states
as ISA states|relates in onsistent MA states with onsistent ISA states (all ISA
states are \good"). We nd su h a re nement obje tionable.

Proof of MA The approa h we take to pipelined ma hine veri ation in the
rest of this paper is to prove a WEB where the re nement map relates pipelined
ma hine states to the ISA states obtained by retaining the programmer visible
omponents of the ommitted part of the pipelined state. The de nition of the
re nement map is based on the fun tion ommitted-MA whi h takes an MA state

and returns the MA state obtained by invalidating all partially ompleted instru tions and moving the program ounter ba k based on the number of partially
ompleted instru tions. As mentioned previously, \good" MA states are the ones
rea hable form a ommitted state. The fun tion good-MA re ognizes MA state s
if ommitted-MA:s, stepped the appropriate number of times, is s. Noti e that
as with ushing, this fun tion is easy to de ne be ause we an use the de nition
of MA. In fa t, it is simpler to de ne than the ushing operation be ause we are
not trying to get the ma hine into a spe ial state: we are just stepping it. Noti e
that the use of good-MA allows us to avoid de ning an invariant (an error prone
pro ess), hen e, we maintain this methodologi al feature of the BD approa h.
We all this approa h the \ ommitment approa h."

ISA128 An ISA128 state is a four-tuple onsisting of a program ounter (p ), a

register le, a memory, and an ex eption ag. The next state of an ISA128 state is
obtained by fet hing the instru tion pointed to by the p from memory, he king
the op ode, and performing the appropriate instru tion. The possible instru tions are addition, multipli ation, and noop. In the ase of addition, the program
ounter is in remented and the target register is modi ed to ontain sum, the
sum of the values in the sour e registers if the sum is less than 2128 . Otherwise,
if an over ow o urs, the ex eption ag is he ked; if it is o , then the program
ounter is in remented and the target register is assigned sum (mod 2128 ); if the
ex eption ag is on, the ex eption handler is alled. The ex eption handler is
a onstrained fun tion of the program ounter, register le, and memory that
returns a new program ounter, register le, memory, and ex eption ag. (A
fun tion about whi h we know only that it satis es some spe i ed properties is
alled a onstrained fun tion. An uninterpreted fun tion is a spe ial ase of a
onstrained fun tion.) Multipli ation is treated similarly. In the ase of a noop,
only the program ounter is in remented. ISA128 is the spe i ation for MA128,
MA128serial, and MA128net.

MA128, MA128serial, and MA128net MA128 is a three-stage pipelined ma-

hine. An MA128 state is a six-tuple onsisting of a program ounter, a register
le, a memory, two lat hes, and an ex eption ag. As with MA, the three stages
are the fet h stage, the set-up stage, and the write-ba k stage. If an over ow
o urs during an arithmeti operation, then the partially exe uted instru tions
are invalidated and the interrupt handler is alled. The resulting state is onstrained to be ushed (i.e., both lat hes are invalid). We prove that MA128 is a
re nement of ISA128 using the ommitment approa h.
MA128serial is the same as MA128, ex ept that the ALU is de ned in terms
of a serial adder and a multiplier based on the adder. The adder, multiplier,
and proof of their orre tness are taken from [11℄. We used the ommitment
approa h to prove that MA128serial re nes MA128. Sin e the ALU of MA128
operates on bit-ve tors, the re nement map used maps the bit-ve tors in the
register le and the se ond lat h to numbers. By Theorem 3 ( omposition),
we get that MA128serial is a re nement of ISA128. Although the use of the

omposition theorem here was not essential, it was ni e to be able to break up
the proof into these two logi ally separate on erns. ACL2 an take advantage
of the stru tural similarity between MA128serial and MA128, hen e the proof of
orre tness is pretty fast. This is overed in more detail later.
MA128net is the same as MA128, ex ept that the ALU is de ned in terms of
an adder des ribed in a netlist language. The netlist adder is a 128-bit adder
and is des ribed in terms of primitive fun tions on bits. We have a fun tion that
generates an adder of any size and we prove that the adder generated is orre t
by relating it to the serial adder. We prove that MA128net is a re nement of
MA128serial, hen e by omposition, a re nement of ISA128.

3.3 Non-deterministi Ma hines
We now onsider the non-deterministi versions of the six deterministi ma hines
des ribed above. The names of these ma hines are: ISAint, MAint, ISA128int,
MA128int, MA128intserial, and MA128intnet. They are elaborations of the
similarly named deterministi ma hines, ex ept that they an be interrupted.
Whereas the next state of the deterministi ma hines is a fun tion of the urrent state (even in the presen e of ex eptions), the next state of the ma hines
des ribed in this se tion also depends on the interrupt signal, whi h is free.
Therefore, the ma hines in this se tion are non-deterministi .
The approa h in [22℄ to dealing with interrupts is di erent. There, the orre tness riterion is: if M0 is a ushed state and if taking n steps where the
interrupts at ea h step are spe i ed by the list l results in a ushed state Mn ,
then there is a number n0 and a list l0 su h that stepping the proje tion of M0 n0
steps with interrupt list l0 results in the proje tion of Mn . Noti e that a ma hine
whi h always ignores interrupts satis es this spe i ation.
In our approa h, we have to show that the pipelined ma hine is a re nement
of the spe i ation, as before. Note that this is the same nal theorem we proved
in the deterministi ase, as WEBs an be used to relate non-deterministi systems. Therefore, our notion of orre tness annot be satis ed by a pipelined
ma hine that ignores interrupts. Another advantage is that our proof obligation
is still about single steps of the ma hines, as opposed to nite behaviors. The
problem with the nite behaviors approa h was highlighted above: when omparing nite exe utions of a pipelined ma hine and of its spe i ation, there are
exe utions with di erent lengths; how does one relate interrupts in one exe ution
with interrupts in the other?

ISAint An ISAint state is a four-tuple onsisting of a program ounter (p ), a
register le, a memory, and an interrupt register. The next state of an ISAint
state is obtained by rst he king the interrupt register. If non-empty, the interrupt handler is alled. The interrupt handler is a onstrained fun tion of the
register le, memory, and interrupt register and returns a state with the same
p and register le, but may modify memory, and lears the interrupt register. If
the interrupt register is empty, we he k if an interrupt has been raised. If so, we

re ord the interrupt type in the interrupt register. If not, we pro eed by fet hing
the instru tion pointed to by the p from memory, he king the op ode, and
performing the appropriate instru tion. The possible instru tions are addition,
multipli ation, and noop. In the ase of addition, the target register is modi ed
to ontain the sum of the values in the sour e registers and the program ounter
is in remented. Multipli ation is treated similarly. In the ase of a noop, only
the program ounter is in remented. ISAint is the spe i ation for MAint.

MAint MAint is a three-stage pipelined ma hine. An MAint state is a six-

tuple onsisting of a p , a register le, a memory, two lat hes, and an interrupt
register. The three stages are the fet h stage, the set-up stage, and the writeba k stage, as before. The next state of an MAint state is obtained by rst
he king the interrupt register. If non-empty, partially exe uted instru tions are
aborted and the interrupt handler is alled. Otherwise we he k if an interrupt
has been raised, in whi h ase we abort partially exe uted instru tions and set
the interrupt register. Otherwise, exe ution pro eeds in a fashion similar to the
exe ution of MA. The re nement map used to show that MAint is a re nement
of ISAint is almost identi al to the one used to show that MA is a re nement of
ISA, ex ept that the interrupt register is also retained.

ISA128int As the name implies this is the ISA-level spe i ation of 128-bit

ALU ma hine with ex eptions and interrupts. Interrupts are given priority, and
this ma hine is de ned the way you would expe t: it is similar to ISAint, ex ept
that arithmeti operations are he ked for over ows, in whi h ase the ex eption handler is alled. This ma hine is the spe i ation used for the ma hines
MA128int, MA128intserial, and MA128intnet.

MA128int, MA128intserial, and MA128intnet MA128int, MA128intserial, and MA128intnet are three-stage pipelined ma hines analogous to MA128, MA128serial, and MA128net, respe tively, but with ex eptions. As before,
we show that MA128int is a re nement of ISA128int, that MA128intserial
is a re nement of MA128int (where the re nement map onverts bit-ve tors to
integers) and nally that MA128intnet is a re nement of MA128intserial. By
the omposition theorem, we get that all of these ma hines are re nements of

ISA128int.

4 Proof De omposition
To redu e the amount of guidan e that has to be manually given to the theorem
prover, we develop a methodology with me hani al support whi h we use to
verify the various variants of Sawada's ma hine. We outline the approa h in this
se tion by dis ussing the proof that MA is a re nement of ISA.
A user of the ACL2 theorem prover often uses books provided by others.
Books are les of ACL2 de nitions and theorems, e.g., there are books for reasoning about arithmeti , data stru tures, oating-point arithmeti , and the like.

Books an be erti ed and then in luded (i.e., loaded) in future sessions without
having to re-admit the de nitions and theorems. Books are also used to stru ture
proofs, by pla ing related de nitions and theorems in the same book. The proof
that MA is a re nement of ISA uses some general-purpose books, e.g., a book
about arithmeti and books that we have developed for proving that a on rete
system is a re nement of an abstra t system.
The books spe i to the proof are "ISA", "MA", and "MA-ISA". "ISA" and
"MA" ontain the de nitions of ISA-step and MA-step, the fun tions to step (i.e.,
ompute the next state of) the ISA and MA ma hines, respe tively. The "MA-ISA"
book ontains the de nition of the re nement map, MA-to-ISA, and the fun tion re ognizing \good" MA states, good-MA. These fun tions are des ribed in
Se tion 3.2. Also in luded is the de nition of a rank fun tion, MA-rank. The

rank fun tion is very simple: it is either 0, 1, or 2 based on how many steps it
will take MA to ommit an instru tion. The rest of "MA-ISA" onsists of three
ma ro alls. These ma ros are de ned in the books we developed for reasoning about WEBs. Only these de nitions are required; the proof obligation is
generated by the ma ros and dis harged by ACL2. No user provided theorems,
intermediate abstra tions, or invariant proofs are needed. The books ontaining
the veri ation of the other ma hines are similar. Some of them require auxiliary lemmas, but the lemmas are about the serial adder, the netlist des ription
language, and the like.
We now explain what the three ma ro alls mentioned above do. The rst,

generate-full-system, is given seven arguments. They are the names of the
fun tions to step and re ognize ISA and MA states, MA-to-ISA, good-MA, and
MA-rank. This ma ro, as the name implies, generates the system to be veri ed.

Re all that in order to prove a WEB, we need one system; this system is the
union of the MA and ISA systems. The fun tion R, orresponding to the transition
relation (99 K in the de nition of WEBs) of the system is de ned. R is a fun tion
of two arguments that holds between ISA states and their su essors and MA
states and their su essors. The fun tion wf-rel is de ned; this is a fun tion
of two arguments that holds if the rst argument is an ISA state, the se ond
argument is a good MA state and MA-to-ISA of the MA state equals the ISA
state. B is de ned to be the re exive, symmetri , transitive losure of wf-rel
and orresponds to the equivalen e relation in the de nition of WEBs. Rank is
de ned to return 0 on ISA states and MA-rank otherwise and orresponds to the
rank fun tion in the de nition of WEBs. The fun tion take-appropriate-step
is de ned to return ISA-step of its argument, if an ISA state, or MA-step of
its argument otherwise. Several other fun tions orresponding to existentially
quanti ed formulae are also de ned.
The se ond ma ro alled is prove-web and it is given ve arguments. They
are the names of the fun tions to step and re ognize ISA and MA states and
MA-rank. This ma ro generates the following proof obligation:

(defthm b-is-a-wf-bisim- ore
(let ((u (ISA-step s))
(v (MA-step w)))
(implies (and (wf-rel s w)
(not (wf-rel u v)))
(and (wf-rel s v)
(e0-ord-< (MA-rank v) (MA-rank w))))))

Most of ACL2's e ort goes into establishing the above theorem. This theorem
says that if u is the ISA-step of s, v is the MA-step of w, and s and w are
related by wf-rel, but u and v are not, then wf-rel relates s and v and the
MA-rank of v is less than that of w. E0-ord-< is the less than relation on ACL2
ordinals. (The proofs in this paper depend only on the natural numbers, an initial
segment of the ordinals.) Compare this theorem with the de nition of WEBs.
We used domain-spe i information to remove the quanti ers and mu h of the
ase analysis. For example, in the de nition of WEBs, u ranges over su essors
of s and v is existentially quanti ed over su essors of w, but be ause we are
dealing with deterministi systems, u and v are de ned to be the su essors
of s and w, respe tively. Also, wf-rel is not an equivalen e relation as it is
neither re exive, symmetri , nor transitive, but wf-rel relates ISA and MA states
and this is enough for us to automati ally dedu e the theorem for the indu ed
equivalen e relation. Finally, we ignore the se ond disjun t in the third ondition
of the de nition of WEBs be ause ISA does not stutter. The use of this domainspe i information makes a big di eren e, e.g., when we tried to prove the
theorem obtained by a naive translation of the WEB de nition, ACL2 ran out
of memory after 30 hours, yet the above theorem is now proved in about 11
se onds. Prove-web also generates some \type" theorems that we do not dis uss
further.
The nal ma ro alled is wrap-it-up and it is given the same seven arguments given to the rst ma ro all. What this ma ro does is a little bit more
interesting. It generates the proof obligations required to show the WEB by
generating the following three theorems ( ompare with the de nition of WEBs):
(defequiv B)
(defthm rank-well-founded
(e0-ordinalp (rank x)))
(defthm b-is-a-wf-bisim
(implies (and (B s w)
(R s u))
(or (exists-w-su -for-u w u)
(and (B u w)
(e0-ord-< (rank u) (rank s)))
(exists-w-su -for-s w s))))

That is, B is an equivalen e relation, rank is a well-founded witness, and
the third ondition in the de nition of WEBs. (E0-ordinalp is a predi ate that
re ognizes ACL2 ordinals and re all that R is the transition relation.) What
is interesting is how the nal theorem is proved. It is proved using a proof
rule of ACL2 alled fun tional instantiation (see [13℄). In one of the books
that support reasoning about WEBs, we proved that from a theorem similar
to b-is-a-wf-bisim- ore, a theorem similar to b-is-a-wf-bisim follows. The
theorem proved was about a onstrained system, i.e., a system about whi h we
have some onstraints, but not a de nition. Using fun tional instantiation, we
an prove b-is-a-wf-bisim by showing that the system de ned by MA and ISA
satis es the onstraints of the onstrained system. In this way, we prove a deomposition theorem on e about a onstrained system that allows us to redu e
our problem to one with no quanti ers and minimal ase analysis, and we an
use the de omposition on any system that satis es the onstraints.
We end this se tion by des ribing a lear, ompositional path from the veri ation of term-level des riptions of pipelined ma hines to the veri ation of
low-level des riptions (e.g., netlist des riptions). In our proof that MA128 is a
re nement of ISA128, the de nition of the ALU is \disabled"; the result is that
ACL2 treats the ALU as an uninterpreted fun tion. However, to verify that
MA128net is a re nement of MA128, we \enable" the de nition of the ALU and
prove theorems relating a netlist des ription of the ir uit to a serial adder whi h
is then related to addition on integers. This allows us to relate term-level des riptions of ma hines to lower-level des riptions in a ompositional way.

5 Con lusions
Various approa hes to pipelined ma hine veri ation appear in the literature.
In [4℄, a notion of orre tness based on ushing and ommuting diagrams is
presented. Another approa h using skewed abstra tion fun tions is outlined in
[26, 5, 27℄. There are approa hes based on model- he king, e.g., in [17℄, ompositional model he king and symmetry redu tions are used and in [6℄ assumeguarantee reasoning at di erent time s ales is dis ussed. There are theoremproving based approa hes, e.g., in [24, 25, 22, 23℄, an intermediate abstra tion alled MAETT is used to verify some very ompli ated ma hines. Another
theorem-proving approa h is presented in [8, 9, 7℄, where \ ompletion fun tions"
are used to de ompose the abstra tion fun tion. In [28℄, a related notion of orre tness based on state and temporal abstra tion is used to verify a pipelined
ma hine. In addition, there is work on de ision pro edures, e.g., [3, 21℄ present
de ision pro edures for boolean logi with equality and uninterpreted fun tion
symbols and in [3℄ their de ision pro edure is used to verify pipelined ma hines.
We have presented an approa h to pipelined ma hine orre tness based on
WEBs and argued that only ma hines whi h truly implement the instru tion
set ar hite ture satisfy our notion of orre tness. In ontrast, we showed with
me hani al proof that the Bur h-Dill variant of orre tness used in [22, 23℄ an
be satis ed by trivial, learly wrong, implementations. We veri ed various ex-

tensions to the simple pipelined ma hine presented in [22, 23℄. Our extensions
in lude ex eption handling, interrupts, and ALUs des ribed in part at the netlist
level. In every ase, we proved the same nal theorem. In addition, we showed
how to use the ompositionality of WEBs and ACL2's fun tional instantiation
to relate term-level des riptions to netlist-level des riptions. All of the proofs
were done within one logi al system and we thus avoided the semanti gaps that
ould otherwise result. To automate the proofs, we developed a methodology
with me hani al support that is used to generate and dis harge the proof obligations. The main proof obligation generated ontains no quanti ers and has
minimal ase analysis, but on e proved is used to automati ally infer the WEB.
This is done with the fun tional instantiation of a de omposition theorem that
is part of the me hani al support for WEBs that we provide. All of the proofs
are available from the author's Web page [14℄.
Using our methodology and notion of orre tness, we were able to prove
Sawada's example (\Proof of MA" in Se tion 3.2) without the use of any intermediate abstra tions or invariants. The size of the le ontaining the proof,
whi h does not in lude the ma hine de nitions, is about 3K; the size of the les
ontaining Sawada's proof is about 94K. The time required for our proof (inluding the loading of related books) is about 30 se onds on a 600MHz Pentium
III; the time required for Sawada's proof is about 460 se onds (on the same
ma hine).
For future work, we plan to look at more ompli ated ma hines, namely
ma hines with deeper pipelines, out-of-order exe ution, and ri her instru tion
sets.
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